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Use Chipolo as a remote control of 

your smarthphone’s camera.

You can track the same Chipolo on 

two phones at the same time. It’s 

convenient when you share an item 

with other people, for example your 

car keys.

You can check the last known loca-

tion of you phone, make it ring, or 

send a lock-screen message from 

Chipolo Web App.
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Guidelines for reviewers 

Please point out the new features of Chipolo and invite users to post the photos the make 

 

On November 9th we released The New Chipolo.  Now, the hardware looks even better with bigger logo on plastic covers. 

We also released a brand new Android App and an updated iOS App which brings new features to the users. The new 

features are available for all Chipolo useres, no matter which version of the Chipolo they own. 

The new features: 

The New Chipolo is here. 

What’s new?
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We started out as a group of friends with some app development and bluetooth 

hardware experiences who wanted to create something together. We hung out 

in the afternoons, discussing the possible projects to get involved in and Domen 

was always stressed out because he kept losing his things. 

his phone. And then this brilliant idea occurred to us! We thought to ourselves 

that there must be millions of people who have the same problem as Domen 

their things? 

Our Chipolo Story.

We created Chipolo with having in mind that the 

Bluetooth tracker should be more than a collection 

help them manage their everyday lives and look 

more like a fashion accessory than a gadget. That 

above all, a Bluetooth tracker should be absolutely 

simple, beautiful, and magical to use. 

A gadget with style.

So here it is. Chipolo - The world’s most advanced Bluetooth 

The complete experience. It’s the fact that Chipolo is not just 

a gadget, it’s fashionable technology. You can put it on your 

keys, wallet, luggage or wear it on your purse with style.

Chipolo keeps an eye

on your things.

And so the Chipolo story began. In 

late 2013 we started our campaing 

on Kickstarter, where we raised 

$300.000 from 5.000 backers from 

all over the globe.

Today, hundreds of thousand 

Chipolo stories are happening 

every day – and we are grateful for 

every single one of them. 
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Ring lost items just like you’d call a lost phone. If your Chipolo is 

within the 200-feet (60 meters range) Bluetooth range, it will play a 

Ring your keys, phone, anything.

one of your Chipolos to make your lost phone ring—even 

if it’s on silent.

into our website app to see its last known location, to make 

it ring, or to send a lock-screen message to the friendly 

Find your phone.

Near or far. 

just a great company of friends and family. 

photo. We encourage people to share it with us on social media, using the hashtag 
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makes Chipolo feel as good as it looks. It comes in colors so fun, it’s 

hard to choose just one. It isn’t just portable. It’s wearable too. And 

not only that Chipolo saves you time, the color pallete makes it the 

perfect fashion accessory.

Colorful Design

Bubblegum Pink      Cherry Red      Sunset Orange                  

Deep Sky Blue      Sapphire Purple            Arctic White

We designed the Chipolo so that the battery could easily 

be replaced. With so many features packed in so little 

space, it has an incredible battery life of up to 6 months. 

So you can track your items everyday. And with every 

Chipolo box comes an extra battery so you are covered 

for 1 year.

Replaceable battery
Replaceable battery

Type CR2025

ABS Plastic case

Circuit Board
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Chipolo is made from highly recycable mate-

rials and is produced in Slovenia, European 

Union. We manufacture Chipolo localy, which 

lowers carbon footprint and serves as a sig-

nature to a quality product. 

Made in Europe


